Indoor Farms of America Brings Vertical
Aeroponic Farms To Canada
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LAS VEGAS, May 17, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Indoor Farms of America is pleased to announce
today the signing of a Distributor Agreement with Greenhouses Canada for multiple provinces of
Canada. Since announcing production readiness after nearly 2 years in R & D, the Company
has received many inquiries from Canadian entities for the most advanced and economically
viable commercial scale indoor crop growing equipment now on the market. In fact, numerous
Canadians have travelled to Las Vegas to visit with the Company and see the equipment first
hand, with multiple contracts for farms now in due diligence.

"With this Distributor Agreement, and the real commitment demonstrated by Jeff Scharf
and his staff, we have reached a big milestone to bring our equipment to the people of
Canada even more cost effectively," said David Martin, CEO of Indoor Farms of
America. Martin adds: "Greenhouses Canada will have soon have a locally accessible
demonstration farm for folks from Ontario and other regions to visit. This agreement
means so much in the way of bringing our proprietary, amazing aeroponic equipment to
the Canadian market, where big demand exists, in a streamlined and efficient way,
using local labor to install farms in the process. It is a win-win situation."
"When we first spoke with Dave at Indoor Farms of America, and he described the effort
his team put into development of the products and the crop growing performance in
small spaces, we knew this was a breakthrough for Canada to have access to ultra
fresh, locally grown produce," states Jeff Scharf, President of Greenhouses Canada.
"Our research shows there is no other equipment available that brings the positive
economics to indoor growing in our cold regions like this does. We will bring localized,
affordable produce to many regions of our country, and we are very excited about that."
Indoor Farms of America presents a comprehensive array of reliable, high yield
aeroponic growing equipment, which can be installed in any space, including existing
greenhouses, warehouse farms, and in ready-made container farms with their
GrowTrucks line, the company provides a much more affordable means to grow a
variety of crops in a sustainable controlled environment, literally anywhere in the world.

The coldest regions of Canada will now have direct access to the very best growing
equipment in the world for producing high quantities of food in small spaces. Nothing
else comes close, or is more affordable to own.
Indoor Farms of America hosts guests weekly from around the world at its main offices
and showroom in Las Vegas, Nevada. These folks are treated to a presentation unlike
any other regarding indoor crop growing equipment. Ron Evans, company President,
says: "Really satisfying for us is the new wheelchair accessible container farm, which
has multiple sales already. This innovative farm is now immediately available in
Canada, allowing folks with disabilities to participate and operate a farm. Simply
wonderful stuff."
The vertical farm equipment will grow virtually any leafy green product, as well as
strawberries, peppers and more, and will do so in scale quantities. This means
profitability in an indoor farm that has never been seen before. Martin adds: "We all
know there is a huge amount of activity in indoor farming worldwide now. The harsh
reality is that many projects won't survive due to Capital costs that are simply too high
related to perceived financial performance. Our equipment was specifically designed to
eliminate those harsh economics, and provide real ROI in a timely manner."
The company encourages potential international distributors to reach them by email to
inquire, as numerous countries are now in negotiations. "We seek quality relationships
with like-minded folks who believe sustainable agriculture is the future, and want to
bring the best equipment available to their region of the world at price points that make
sense," says Martin.
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